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Green Outreach
SHARING SUSTAINABILITY NEWS, EFFORTS AND IDEAS WITH THE PEOPLE OF CAMPUS
VOL. 4 • ISSUE 3 • SPRING 2011

University of Arkansas Receives STARS
Silver Rating for Sustainability Achievements
The University of Arkansas has received
a STARS Silver rating in recognition of
its sustainability achievements from the
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education. STARS,
the Sustainability Tracking, Assessment &
Rating System, is a new program that measures and encourages sustainability in all
aspects of higher education.
The University of Arkansas participation in the STARS program marks another
milestone in its national leadership role in
the field of campus sustainability. In May
2007, the university became a charter signatory to the American College and University Presidents’ Climate Commitment,
and later that year the first comprehensive
inventory of greenhouse gas emissions
on campus was completed. In September
2009, a climate action plan that prescribes
the institution’s activities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions was completed. n
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Professor Authors Book on Law,
Food and Living Green
Susan Schneider, professor in the University of Arkansas School of Law and
director of the LL.M. Program in Agricultural & Food Law, has published Food,
Farming and Sustainability, a book that
analyzes various areas of agricultural law.
Amazon.com offers this description of
the work, for sale now:
Agricultural law is the study of the
unique network of laws that apply to the
production, marketing, and sale of agricultural products, i.e., the
food we eat, the natural
fibers we wear, and increasingly, the bio-fuels
that run our vehicles. It
is the law as applied to
one of the largest and
most regulated industries
in our economy. In recent
years, agricultural law has
expanded beyond its traditional scope to include issues of food safety and sustainability. Popular interest
in agriculture has increased
as consumers seek to know

more about their food and where it comes
from.
This book provides an issues-based
study of these complex topics. It is divided into units designed to introduce some
of the critical legal issues facing the industry and consumers today including: agricultural commercial law, environmental
law, federal farm policy, labor law, food
labeling, farm animal welfare, and other
topics. Each is presented in the context
of a current issue.
The book provides a
mix of law, policy,
and the analysis of
both.
From its initial
discussion of 66
agricultural exceptionalism’’ to its
concluding remarks
on the future of our
food system, the
book is certain to
spark thoughtful
dialogue. n

Peer Review:

Penn State Dumps Coal
According to a Chronicle of Higher
Education article, the Board of Trustees
of Pennsylvania State University has
approved a plan to spend $25-million to
$35-million to convert the campus’s aging coal plant to natural gas.
The author, Scott Carlson, writes that
Penn State’s analysis showed that the
up-front costs of updating pollution controls for coal burning were high and the
long-term fuel costs lower, while the
immediate costs of converting to natural
gas were low although the long-term fuel
costs could be higher. In the end, he said,
the two options were about even—but
university officials anticipated that coal
PENN STATE continued on page 7
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Students, Professor, Win Spot on PBS Earth Day Special
Chemical engineering students at
the University of Arkansas won an
online voting contest in February,
and their project will be featured on
a Planet Forward Earth Day special
on April 8. Their research project,
which involves designing and building a device that can convert algae
into fuel, will help clean up pollution and reduce dependency on fossil fuels.
Planet Forward, a project of the
Center for Innovative Media at
George Washington University, features ideas about energy, climate
and sustainability on its website and through television specials,
which air on public television stations across the country. Planet
Forward describes its Earth Day special as “the culmination of
our current cycle on energy efficiency.” In an online contest, participants submitted ideas to increase energy efficiency. Out of the
1,024 ideas submitted, only 22 were nominated for voting. The
University of Arkansas won the contest with 1,558 votes, and
Columbia University’s chapter of Engineering Without Borders
placed second with 1,056 votes.
The University of Arkansas project focuses on using algae to
produce biofuels such as butanol. Algae, which grow quickly in
streams and ponds, can be used to remove pollutants such as nitrogen and phosphorus from the water and then be harvested to

make clean-burning biofuel. In addition, the leftover plant material can
be used as fertilizer.
Led by faculty adviser Jamie Hestekin, and co-advisers Bob Beitle
and Roy Penney, the students are
designing a biofuel miniprocessing
unit, a machine that can turn algae
and other biomass directly into fuel.
Their device, which will be small
enough to fit in the back of a pick-up
truck and will produce a few milliliters of fuel-grade butanol at a time,
could serve as a model for larger
applications of this technology. For example, a larger machine
based on this model could be used by farmers to turn plants directly into fuel for farm equipment.
“The projects that the students are working on could allow Arkansas to make a big impact in energy independence in this country,” said Hestekin.
Twelve students are taking part in this project, including undergraduates Elizabeth Bevan, Ethan Carter, Megan Huslig, Jill
Ivey, Ali McAtee, Hiroko Nakao, Kylan Rakestraw, Lizbeth Rostro, Michelle Shepherd, and Jeremy Stout. Two doctoral students,
Jianjun Du and Tom Potts, are also involved. Five of the undergraduate students will be incorporating the project into their honors theses, and McAtee has received a grant from the Honors College to support her work with this project. n
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University of Arkansas Celebrates Earth Day 2011
Mayoral Proclamation, Vendor
Showcase and Free Food
The University of Arkansas is celebrating Earth Day, April 22 on the Central
Quad between the Arkansas Union and
Mullins Library plus the annual volunteer
stream cleanup at College Branch of Mullins Creek.
In addition, there will be a
vendor fair, showcasing products and exhibits about solar
and wind energy, wood stoves,
weatherization, building-energy
conservation, fair trade, organic
and locally produced foods, social justice, green business development, electric and hybrid
vehicles
“Earth Day is celebrated around the
world every April 22,” said Nick Brown,
director of campus sustainability. “We’re
excited to have an opportunity to encourage the campus community to think about
sustainability every day – but today is
clearly our day.”
The campus celebration is sponsored
by the University of Arkansas Office for

Campus Sustainability and the Green
Groups Guild, a Registered Student Organization, and is being held in conjunction
with the citywide Earth Day festivities.
The University of Arkansas Earth Day celebration is an official “eco-passport” site
and people .
“My hope is that some day, EARTH
Day will be like another  Christmas. Where we give back to the
planet in thanks for all we  acquire from it. It’s so easy to
become disconnected from the
root  source of our daily provisions and comforts, to lose an
appreciation  for how lucky we
are and how easily we could
have those things taken  away.
As college students we work towards degrees in every field  imaginable and are
learning the habits and mind sets we will
take with  us into the professional world.
Earth Day is a chance to remind our  fellow students that no matter what your profession, no matter what your passion, it’s
up to us, our generation to make sure we
carry the  torch of responsibility. A mindful eye of the social, environmental,  and

economically appropriate decisions to help
preserve our planet,” said Patrick Kunnecke, president Green Groups Guild and a
senior landscape architecture student. n

Earth Day events:
April 18, 2011
1 p.m.
Dedication of the food waste to compost
facility at the University of Arkansas Farm
April 22, 2011
10 a.m. – 2 pm.
Vendor fair, free food
11:40 a.m.
Mayor Lioneld Jordan will offer an Earth
Day proclamation to the University of
Arkansas in the Connections Lounge of
the Arkansas Union.
2 p.m.
Mullins Creek Cleanup – Mullins Creek is
a tributary to the White River and in an
effort to improve the riparian zone, litter
must be collected from the stream banks.
Wear grungy clothes, but gloves, trash
bags and food will be provided.
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Sustainability Screenings
March 15 presented a conundrum to
folks with an interest in sustainability as
two documentaries were screened on the
same evening.
The University of Arkansas Global
Campus Theater screened Carbon Nation,
a documentary film about climate change
solutions and their impact on social, economic and national security issues twice
on the same day, due to demand.
Fayetteville was among the first 10
cities in the nation to screen the feature-length film, joining the
ranks of New York, Los Angeles and Seattle. The director, Peter Byck, introduced the film and answered questions after the
screening.
Then, University Programs hosted a free performance by

Ian Connacher in the Union Ballroom.
Connacher introduced and screened his
award-winning film Addicted to Plastic
and hosted a post-film discussion including practical solutions for recycling and a
hopeful perspective about our future with
plastic followed by a question and answer
session.
Connacher uses information from his
global investigation to illustrate how plastic has worked its way into our ecosystem. He is a freelance journalist, associate producer for Canadian
Television, a segment producer for Discovery Channel and an
award-winning filmmaker. He has been covering environmental
issues for more than 10 years. For more information about Connacher visit the Addicted to Plastic website. n

Recyclemania 2011

the competition when matched against its Southeastern Conference peers.
New to this year’s competition are a Facebook page and Twitter presence so people can follow the progress and learn valuable
tips about recycling.
During the 10 weeks of last year’s RecycleMania, the university collected 110 tons of paper, cardboard, cans and bottles, an
average of 10 pounds per person, which was 10 percent more
than recyclable collections before the competition began.
The University of Arkansas has run a recycling program on
campus since 1991. n

For the fourth year in a row, the University of Arkansas is taking part in “RecycleMania,” a national competition among college and university recycling programs.
For the period from Feb. 1 through April 2, the university is
competing to find out who can collect the most recyclable material per person, the largest total amount of recyclables, the least
trash per person, or have the highest recycling rate. In past contests, the University of Arkansas has won different categories of
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Student Profile:

Zoe Teague
Every year, University of Arkansas residence halls produce more than 200,000
pounds of food waste. “That’s a conservative estimate, and more than 90% of it
is post-consumer food waste – items that
students put on their trays but didn’t eat,”
said Zoe Teague, an honors environmental,
soil and water science major in Bumpers
College of Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences and member of the Honors College.
Thanks to a two-and-a-half-year effort
spearheaded by Zoe, all food scraps produced by university dorms will be turned
into rich compost in two 5-foot-wide by 4
½-foot-high Earth Tubs located at the University of Arkansas Agricultural Research
and Extension Center. As a final step in
recycling, the compost will be applied to
experimental plots at the center.
“We’re looking to cut our landfill waste
in half,” Zoe said, “and our long-term hope
is to save money. It’s not going to get any
cheaper to throw food away and ship it out
to the Tontitown landfill.”
The campus composting project will be
a case study in interdisciplinary collabora-

tion, ranging from Chartwells Food Service, which will collect and pulp the food
waste, to the Fay Jones School of Architecture materials shop, which will contribute sawdust to temper the compost. The
Division of Agriculture, Facilities Management, the Applied Sustainability Center,
the Office of the Provost, the Associated
Student Government, and the Residents’
Interhall Congress have also provided support for the project. Looking back, Zoe
said she is especially heartened by the
unanimous support from student groups
who voted to fund the project. “Students
do care about sustainability,” she said. “We
want to make our campus greener, and
we’ve shown it with this project.”
Under the direction of honors faculty
mentor Jennie Popp, a professor of agricultural economics and agribusiness, Zoe
is documenting the composting project for
her honors thesis, which will include a full
cost-benefit analysis and a business plan.
“I’m hoping that my thesis will provide a
model for other institutions that want to
start similar programs,” she said. n
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Global Campus to Offer Online LEED Courses
First of Five Courses Offered in April,
Provides Continuing Education Units
The University of Arkansas Global
Campus (School of Continuing Education and Academic Outreach) will launch
the first of five online LEED accreditation
continuing education courses in April.
LEED, developed by the U.S. Green
Building Council, is an internationally
recognized green building certification
system. It provides third-party verification
that a building or community was designed

and built using strategies aimed at improving performance in energy savings, water
efficiency, carbon dioxide emissions reductions, improved indoor environmental
quality and stewardship of resources.
The Global Campus will offer its first
online, non-credit LEED course, “Top Energy Conservation Strategies for Designing
High Performance Buildings,” in April.
The course fee is $95, and participants can
register online or by phone at 479-5753458 or 800-952-1165. n

PENN STATE continued from page 2

and its emissions could be subject to stricter regulations to come.
Cornell University, Duke University,
and the University of North Carolina,
among other major institutions, have also
started switching to natural gas. What

makes Penn State’s decision notable are
the political ramifications. Pennsylvania
is deeply, historically tied to coal—the
university itself has a number of scholars
devoted to coal research—and coal interests in the state are still powerful, Carlson
writes. n

Do you have story ideas or submissions for the next issue of GO?
Do you know someone on campus who incorporates sustainability into their life?
Contact Danielle Strickland at strick@uark.edu or Laura Jacobs at laura@uark.edu.

